
ChatterVox for Speech & Language Pathologists
Unlike the countless knock-off amplifiers, ChatterVox has been developed working with 
speech and language pathologists for the past two decades.  Speech professionals told 
us their clients need a high quality amplifier that sounds beautiful, with full, rich tone.  
They also want a product that is reliable, that will last and endure daily use.  Another 
thing we heard was battery life, they want an amplifier that can go all day long without 
recharging.  We listened, and the 2015 ChatterVox line up has responded to all of those 
requests.  
Be careful of knock-offs.  We have seen many folks desperately in need of amplification 
get one of the knock-off amplifiers.  They think they are getting a deal because they are 
less expensive.  They use cheap microphones and cheap amplifiers which sound 
horrible and create obnoxious feedback.  Frustrated, they give up using the knock-off 
amplifier because it’s just more trouble than it is worth, and they give up on the concept 
of amplification altogether.  When your client orders a ChatterVox they are getting truly 
state of the art voice amplification.  We make it easy to send your clients who are in 
need of amplification our way with our 30 day “no questions asked” 100% money back 
guarantee.  If your client is at all not happy with their ChatterVox they have 30 days to 
return it to receive 100% of their purchase price refunded.  This enables you to send 
clients our way with no risk.

Most speech pathologists recommend the Original ChatterVox Complete Plus for their 
clients in need of amplification.  If finances are an issue the Original ChatterVox 
Complete will work quite nicely as well.  Our newest amplifier the ChatterVox Mini 
Amplio is very popular for clients wanting something small and lightweight.  The 
ChatterVox Super Sized Model 6 is designed primarily for outdoor applications and 
might be appropriate if you have a patient who is a coach or is involved with military or 
law enforcement.

Speech professionals are important to us!  Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you 
have questions about our different amplifiers or microphone selection or if you need 
anything.  Thanks so much for your continued support.  The following is an example of 
the service we commonly provide to speech professionals.  Please feel free to take us 
up on that!

“I just wanted to thank you so much for your assistance in helping me pick out an 
appropriate headset microphone to connect to the ChatterVox amplifier for an elderly 
client. Originally, he had the microphone that went around his neck, but each movement 
created an issue with the microphone and it did not remain in the correct position. The 
family ended up not using the device. When I called you, you were so very helpful in 
listening to the needs of this patient, and gave me perfect advice in choosing the light 
weight headset microphone. We tried it out in our session this week, and the patient 
loves how it feels and how he sounds. I have already received a call from the family 
stating that this is making a huge difference in this gentleman's ability to effectively 
communicate with his family and friends.



With warm regards, 
-Sandra,  licensed speech and language pathologist.”
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE
1-888-888-9060 OR VISIT www.ChatterVox.com 
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